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Winter institute on economy and China
Tim Stang
asst. sports editor
For the first time in the 47year history of SCSU’s Winter
Institute, the focus will be on
a particular country’s influence
on the United States’ economy.
The event, which starts
Wednesday with a performance
by Nankai University musicians,
will focus on China’s impact on
the U.S. economy.
China, the most populated
country in the world, was an
easy topic to choose, according

to Orn Bodvarsson, a professor
of management and economics
who is the coordinator for the
third straight year.
“When China sneezes, we
catch the same bug, and vice
versa,” Bodvarsson said. “China
is just a hot topic. China is the
economy that influences the
U.S. economy the most.”
The three-day event begins
with the musical performance
at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday in
Ritsche Auditorium. Students
from Nankai University Binhai
College will perform using traditional Chinese Instruments.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Visit SCSU’s Winter institute Web site at
www.stcloudstate.edu/winterinstitute.

The 15th consecutive Economic Outlook will take place
within the Winter Institute at 5
p.m. on Thursday, at the Kelly
Inn downtown.
The outlook gives local
economists, including SCSU’s

economic department chair
King Banaian, a chance to forecast the economy on a local,
state and national level.
Banaian gives the local part
of the outlook and offered some
of what he will talk about. He

calls the outlook his favorite
speaking event of the year. “We
have to own up to our mistakes,”
Banaian said. “I’ll talk about
job loss in Central Minnesota
in 2008, the state of various industries, the impact of what is
going on nationally on the local
economy, then try to do some
projection. I can see pretty well
6 to 9 months out.”
With the current recession,
Banaian said both current and
graduating SCSU students will
continue to face challenges
finding employment.
“Most economists agree

A presentation is
planned for the
400th anniversary of
the invention of the
telescope.

Samantha Bushey
staff writer

Services, confirmed that in the
past seven years, 2009’s fair
saw the most employers not
hiring. He noted that in this
economy, students have to be
much more competitive and do
more leg work to secure any
type of employment.
Ditlevson also acknowledged that a job fair is just a
small piece of the job search
and it is much more important
to research the companies and
follow up with them.
With all the pessimism in
the media, many people think
there are no jobs to be had in

Residential Life is no longer
planning on charging students
for staying in the residence halls
during breaks.
Originally, four plans existed for on-campus students to
pay for staying in the halls during breaks, but Dan Pedersen,
director of Residential Life, assured the Student Government
Association (SGA) that students will not be charged extra
for breaks.
“We have an inability to
staff appropriately,” Pedersen
said. “We’re modifying the service to make it as safe as possible.”
Pedersen attended Thursday
night’s SGA meeting so members could hold a question and
answer session with him to get
the details about what is going
to happen with break housing.
Four of the nine halls will
be closing for fall, Thanksgiving, winter and spring breaks
and the cores will be changed
on all the entrance locks and a
key will be given only to people
staying over breaks.
According to Pedersen,
changing the cores on the entrance doors will cost $13 per
lock and the keys will cost about
50 cents each.
The thing with changing the
cores is that no one will be able
to come back early unless they
registered, because they will be
unable to get into their building. In addition, if someone had
to move to another building for
break, they would be unable
to get back into their original
building.
Pedersen said students
would be able to get back into
the building in an emergency
situation by contacting Residential Life.
SGA president Derek Mihm
pointed out that if residents are
unable to get into their building,
they are unable to get to their
mail, and it is a federal offense
to keep students from getting
their mail.
“Mail gets interrupted during holidays and break periods
all the time,” Pedersen said.
SGA sees these changes in
break housing as a Minnesota
Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) policy violation because
Pedersen was supposed to go
through SGA before moving
forward with his plans.
“I say he’s knowingly, willfully going against this policy,”
said Ryan Birkman, SGA constitution committee chair.
“We’re going to have to
agree to disagree,” Pedersen said. “This is not a policy
change. We see it as we’re modifying a service we provide to
students.”
A resident who wishes to
stay over break but lives in a
closing hall will have to find a

•See MN Job Fair/ Page 4

•See SGA Housing/ Page 3

Emily Peterson
Staff writer

•See Planetarium/ Page 3
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Astronomy
nights open
for season
of stars

SCSU’s planetarium is
planning to host a series of
public astronomy nights focusing on the anniversary of
the use of the telescope to explore objects in space.
“This year we’re doing a
special presentation on 400
years of telescopic discovery
since Galileo to the current
time,” David Williams, planetarium director, said.
This semester, the public astronomy night presentations are planned to also
include information about
black holes and nebulas.
All of the public astronomy nights are free and open
to anyone from SCSU and to
the public. The planetarium
can be located in room 24 of
the Robert H. Wick Science
Building.
If skies are clear, telescopes are planned to be
available outside for members
of the audience and the public to look through. Williams
said the astronomy nights
are scheduled for an exciting
time for sky viewing.
“We have a brand new
comet that has been discovered in the last year and it’s
coming very close to the
earth right during the same
time that we’re looking at it,”
Williams said.
Planet Saturn as well as
comets and nebulas may also
be visible.
The first public astronomy night is scheduled for
Monday at 7 p.m. The showings are scheduled to be at 7
p.m., 7:45 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
on Feb. 23, 24, 25 and March
2, 3, and 4.
“It’s a great way for students to see what kind of offerings the university has,”
said Dan Deeren, a planetarium worker and SCSU
student.
“Our shows are designed
for our general audience,”
Williams said. “Kids, adults,
students can all get something out of the shows.”
Deeren said he thinks the
public astronomy nights offer
an opportunity to do something fun that is also inexpensive.
“It’s something that in the

that somewhere in 2009 the bottom of this thing will happen,
Banaian said. “The last two recoveries have had very slow job
growth at the beginning. Our
concern is that happens again. I
think it is going to be tough.”
Banaian also said the stimulus package that President Barack Obama recently passed is
projected to have a big impact
on Minnesota, but he questioned
how those numbers were calculated.

lisa saari/ Staff Photographer

Members of the Social Responsibility Club Terri Johnson, Neil Panchmatia, Lwando Scott, Kyungmo Sung,
Pascal Lawrence, Amer Lam, and Elias Andradl urged students to boycott plastic bottles Thursday.

Students boycott plastic bottles
to raise awareness about waste
Samantha Bushey
staff writer
Every day, all around the
world, people are spending
more money on bottled water
than they are on gas.
Something that can be obtained for free is something that
people are spending up to $4 a
gallon for.
The Social Responsibility
Club of SCSU hosted a Boycott the Bottle Day in Atwood
Thursday with the documentary FLOW (For Love of Water) shown at 2 p.m. in Atwood
Little Theater and a table with
information about how bottled
pop and water can be bad for the
environment and the economy.
Some information available

FAST FACTS
*Every hour Americans empty 2.5 million bottles of
water.
*It takes over 500 years for the bottles to decompose in
landfills.
*77 percent of water bottles end up in landfills.
during Boycott the Bottle was
that every hour Americans empty 2.5 million bottles of water
and it takes over 500 years for
those bottles to decompose in
landfills, where 77 percent end
up. Because of this, the Social
Responsibility Club encouraged
everyone to buy a reusable water bottle.
Carrie Raber, an urban con-

servationist at the Stearns County Soil and Water Conservation
District, attended the documentary showing after hearing about
it on KVSC radio.
“People need to first look
locally. I think we need to all
look at our own actions and then
look at a larger scale,” Raber
said. “People can make small
changes that don’t impact them

but have a big impact.”
After the documentary, Julie
Andrzejewski led a discussion
while waiting for Darell Gerber,
from Clean Water Action Minnesota, to arrive. He was unable
to make it.
Clean Water Action is a national organization that works
for clean water, health, safe jobs
and making democracy work.
Gerber coordinates water
and global warming programs,
focusing on the Great Lakes,
water quality and the connection between water and global
warming.
Andrzejewski is a professor
at SCSU who has been involved
in social justice projects such as

•See FLOW/ Page 3

Job search is on for graduates
Valerie Steffl
staff writer
On Friday, over two hundred SCSU juniors, seniors,
and alumni students made
their way to the Minneapolis
Convention Center to attend
the 2009 Minnesota State Universities Job and Internship
Fair.
The fair hosted about 115
employers ranging from business to nonprofit organizations
including Target, Cargill, General Mills, IBM and AmeriCorps.
In the crowd of MnSCU
students who attended the fair,

SCSU students were a majority.
The fair attendance reflected the country’s current
economy’s status. Among the
hopeful fair attendees was
Chris Chaffee, an SCSU travel
and tourism graduate of fall
2007 who noticed the differences of 2009 from the past
fairs he visited.
“This year, there were a
lot more empty tables than last
year and there are more students here,” Chaffee said. He
expressed his frustration when
he noted that a lot more companies are not hiring this year.
Amy Kuzma, a December

Gold’s gym hosts 6k walk/run

Page 4

Proceeds from
the event will go
toward building a school for
orphans in rural
Ghana, Africa.

2008 mass communications
graduate who is working in an
internship that she landed after
uploading her resume on SCSU’s career services Web site,
shared the same frustration
with Chaffee because many of
the employers are not hiring
now, and many say to apply
online.
Kuzma and Chaffee also
agreed there was more representation for students looking for sales, accounting, and
computer science degrees and
fewer opportunities for other
more general majors.
Andy Ditlevson, associate director of SCSU’s Career

Ploof’s Petty performance

Page 7
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Local artists, led
by Justin Ploof,
paid tribute to
the music of
Tom Petty last
week at Pioneer
Place.

Conference title bid falls short

Page 12

In a battle of
two top-10
teams, SCSU
wrestling fell
short against
MSUMankato.

2
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Drivers suffer in central Minnesota snowfall

ST. CLOUD, Minn. –– Area emergency dispatchers said St. Cloud and
the rest of Central Minnesota was dumped with 4.2 inches of snow by 7
a.m. Saturday, leaving many vehicles in area ditches.
The Minnesota Department of Transportation classified driving conditions as difficult Saturday morning for the counties of Benton, Mille Lacs,
Sherburne, Stearns, and Wright. Driving conditions were generally worse
south and east of Central Minnesota.
According to MnDOT, local driving conditions improved by Saturday
evening.
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MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. –– Northern Minnesota’s Bois Forte Chippewa band is planning a celebration this week to mark the opening of its
new urban office in Minneapolis.
The Boise Forte office will give members who live in the Twin Cities
better access to programs and services and a stronger voice in tribal government, a band spokesman said.
The office will provide health care and social services as well as emergency services when needed.

Nation

Homeless man strives for ballot spot

CHICAGO, Ill. –– A suburban Chicago man and his attorneys filed for a
petition Thursday seeking judicial review that would review his decision to
run for the village board.
Also along with his attorneys, Daniel Fore filed an emergency motion
for an expedited hearing with the Cook County Circuit Court. Fore awaits a
ruling on the matter by March 6, 10 days before the start of early voting in
Oak Park.
Oak Park’s electoral board voted 2-1 last week to bar Fore from appearing on the April 7 ballot. Fore’s attorneys claim the board’s decision violates
Illinois law.

World

24 Darfur detianees to be released
2

1. (2/19/09) Theft (personal jacket), Garvey Commons
2. (2/19/09) Motor vehicle accident, Q-Lot
3. (2/21/09) Intoxicated individuals (female students), L-Lot
4. (2/21/09) Safety concern, Benton Hall
5. (2/21/09) Assault (physical), Hill-Case Hall

Weird news

Forbes ranks America’s most miserable cities

NEW YORK, N.Y. –– Forbes.com has released its 2008 rankings of
America’s most miserable metro areas with at least 378,000 residents.
Several factors were considered in the rankings, including taxes, crime,
weather, and foreclosures.
Stockton, Calif. came in first place this year, followed by Memphis,
Tenn. and Chicago, Ill. coming in at third. Other notable cities were Flint,
Mich., St. Louis, Mo., and Buffalo, N.Y.

This day in history

Chronicle Online Poll
Are you planning to live on campus over
Spring Break?
aYes
aNo
aI live off campus

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com

Last week’s question:

Do you use the campus Yellow Bicycles?

Interesting events from the past

–– 1417 Pope Paul II born in Italy
–– 1455 Johann Gutenberg prints the Bible
–– 1685 Composer George Frideric Händel born in Germany
–– 1792 Humane Society of Massachusetts incorporated
–– 1817 Artist George Watts born in London
–– 1822 Boston is incorporated as a city
–– 1852 H.M.S. Birkenhead sinks off South Africa, killing
		

On the Internet
www.university
chronicle.com
Phone
Office: (320) 308-4086
Fax: 308-2164
Advertising: 308-3943
Business: 308-3945
Editor: 308-2449
E-mail
twal0501@
stcloudstate.edu

Staff

Chippewa band to open Minneapolis office

KHARTOUM, Sudan –– Sudan’s justice minister said the Sudanese
government will release 24 detainees involved in the Darfur conflict as a
goodwill gesture before planned peace talks with rebels.
Darfur’s strongest rebel group, the Justice and Equality Movement,
agreed during talks last week with the Sudanese government to exchange
prisoners. Last week was the first round of negotiations between the government and the rebels since 2007.
Some 300,000 have died in Sudan’s western region of Darfur since
fighting erupted in 2003.
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Corrections

420 troops

–– 1886 London Times publishes the world’s first classified ad
–– 1900 Battle at Hart’s Hill in South Africa
–– 1919 Benito Mussolini founds the Facist Party of Italy

Local weather forecast
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

Mostly Cloudy

High: 24 °F
Low: 14 °F

High: 34 °F
Low: 18 °F

30% Chance Snow
High: 32 °F
Low: 13 °F

Thursday

30% Chance Snow
High: 21 °F
Low: 2 °F

The University
Chronicle prides
itself on journalistic integrity. We
usually do not
publish misinformation, but we
are prone to human mistakes. We
will correct any
errors of fact or
misspelled names
promptly. Call
308-4086 with any
corrections.
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Planetarium

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

tough times people can
go do and not have to worry
about it,” Deeren said.
Williams said that he
hopes that audiences leave
the planetarium still thinking
and wondering about space
and astronomy.
“These shows are designed to be educational and
they’re also designed to be
entertaining at the same time,
so it’s kind of like edutainment,” Williams said.
Williams said hosting
shows in the planetarium has
become easier since the newly added Chronos star projector came to SCSU.
At a cost of about
$450,000, the projector took
nine months to build and was
added to the planetarium in
2007. It is anticipated to be
functional for about 35 years.
“The old projector could
only give us about 3,500 stars.
This projector gives us 8,500
stars,” Williams said.
The new projector is also
capable of projecting 24 different constellations while

the old projector was capable
of producing two.
Because the old projector operated on several gears,
Williams said it was very difficult and slow moving.
The new projector operates with a series of smaller
projectors that control individual star plates and constellation information.
Improved
information
also allows the planetarium
to create a scene in the sky
from times and places audience members would not be
able to see.
“We can change the location from where we live here
in St. Cloud to Antarctica,”
Williams said. “We can simulate the location in the star
field that we have at any place
on the earth in the past or in
the future.”
The planetarium seats 60
people and those interested in
attending are recommended
to make reservations. Reservations can be made at www.
stcloudstate.edu/physics/
planetarium.

Economy
Continued from Page 1
He said most new jobs are
not going to be jobs college
graduates are looking for. He
looks for blue-collar jobs in
mining, forestry and construction to improve before the retail or hospitality industry turn
around.
“I don’t think there is a lot
in the package that helps those
two industries. My son works
at a restaurant. He is getting
more days off than planned.
There is not a lot of work out
there,” Banaian said.
Friday the focus will shift
to China. In Ritsche Auditorium at 8:45 a.m. there will be
three guest speakers on China’s
economic ties to the U.S.
Bodvarsson said SCSU
will use the institute to further
ties with a Chinese university.

“President (Earl) Potter
has said that we need to reach
out to universities in other
countries. By focusing the
Winter Institute on a particular country and having people
from China come over here, I
think we are doing something
consistent with his vision,”
Bodvarsson said.
Bodvarsson has visited
Nankai University Binhai College and said SCSU will work
in partnership with a convention in China.
“They are very anxious to
send students here. We have
students that want to go over
there. We have faculty that
wants to go there. This conference is the first of two. The first
is held here. They are sending
a delegation here. In Septem-

PAGE 3

initiating the human relations minor, co-developing the
social responsibility master’s
degree with John Alessio and
she helped found the St. Cloud
Women’s Center.
“Do we have to wait until it
comes to St. Cloud or should we
take action now?” Andrzejewski
asked.
During the documentary, an
example of the harm being done
by bottled water companies in
Michigan was discussed.
Nestle moved to Mecosta
County in central Michigan
and began pumping water from
streams at a rate of 480 gallons
per minute without paying for
it.
This caused such damage that the people in the area
brought Nestle to court. Nestle
appealed the decision so it was
brought to the Supreme Court
where it was decided that Nestle
could continue to pump water
from the streams at a rate of 218

emily peterson/staff photographer

Planetarium director David Williams will begin hosting public shows with the Chronos star projector at
SCSU’s planetarium.
ber we are going to send a delegation over to China,” Bodvarsson said.
The convention once again
has drawn a class of speakers
that is respected worldwide.
The Winter Institute has a history of impressive speakers
including Ben Bernanke and
Alan Greenspan.
“Every time we recruit
for speakers, all we do is send
that list that snags them,”
Bodvarsson said. “The quality of speakers has been going
up and up. Seven of them are
Nobel laureates in economics,
two of them ended up being
Federal Reserve board chairs.
The conference has taken a life
of its own.”
This year’s speakers include two well-known economists on the relations between
the U.S. and China economies.
“Wing Thye Woo and
Nicholas R. Lardy are the
cream of the crop. They are
frequently interviewed by the
Wall Street Journal. They are
the top two experts in North

America not only on the Chinese economy but also on how
it impacts the United States,”
Bodvarsson said.
Bodvarsson added that the
luncheon speaker would be the
immediate past president of
the Chinese Economist Society, Jack Hou.
The Institute will culminate with a panel discussion on
Sino-Latin American economic relations from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the Atwood Theater.
SCSU will serve as a moderator between Nankai University Binhai College and
Universidad de Concepcion in
Chile who want to develop a
relationship.
“Chile and the other Latin
American companies have
started to have stronger economic relations with China.
Chile for example exports
and imports a lot with China.
SCSU is acting like a broker
between the two schools,”
Bodvarsson said. “What Dr.
Ivan Araya has to say should
be really good.”

gallons per minute.
“I liked how the people kept
going head to head with the corporation in Michigan,” Amer
Lam, graduate student at SCSU,
said.
Michigan is not the only
place this is happening. In developing countries, many people
are unable to get water because
of privatization of the water
supply. Because of this they are
going to dirty rivers where they
drink contaminated water and
many people die.
FLOW discussed how the
water crisis we are entering is related to global warming because
dams contribute to methane gas
and methane gas contributes to
global warming.
“We need to understand that
nature is leaving. It’s not only
water that we’re having trouble
with,” Ciro Mugo, graduate student at SCSU, said. “We need
to change our relationship with
nature.”

SGA housing
Continued from Page 1
pair of roommates who will
allow that person to stay in their
room for the break. Pedersen
said he understands that some
students who live in the closing
halls may not know anyone in
the other buildings and he said
if the student can show diligence in trying to find a place to
stay during the break, and is unsuccessful, the staff will help.
He talked about the possibility of a volunteer sign up
for those willing to let someone stay in their room and said,
“That would be a big dilemma,”
if no one was willing to give up
their room.
“We’re not just going to
throw open a building because
someone’s not trying to make
arrangements for themselves,”
Pedersen said.
Pedersen assured SGA that
letters are going out to all new
applicants so they know which
buildings to preference if they
plan to stay for breaks, and they
can always change their preferences up to the point when they
are placed in May.
SGA vice president Ben

Blomgren brought up the fact
that the residence hall doors are
being locked earlier, the staff
has been doubled and now there
are changes being made in break
housing and he asked, “When is
enough, enough?”
“We will never stop examining safety and security procedures,” Pedersen said. “We’re
trying to provide the safest environment.”
Pedersen has received negative feedback from four students through this process so
he figures the student body is
OK with these changes but he
admitted he has not heard any
positive feedback and attributes
that to the fact that he did not
look for any.
“I don’t think he’s solicited
any opinion,” said SGA senator
Michael Jamnick.
The next step SGA is taking is to file a grievance with
MnSCU because of the policy
they believe Pedersen is going
against.
SGA meetings are 5 p.m.
every Thursday in the Cascade
Room of Atwood.

News
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Gym helps charity run for orphans
Jessica Merten
contributing writer
A multitude of reasons
can entice people out of their
beds on a frigid February Saturday morning to support a local charity walk/run, ranging
in anything from potential for
bragging rights, a pure love for
running, or an honest desire to
make a difference in others’
lives.
The latter was most apparent as dozens gathered at
Gold’s Gym in Sartell for its
first 6k walk/run to benefit the
local nonprofit 200 Orphanages
Worldwide.
Nearly a hundred people
registered for the event, an impressive turnout considering it
is the young nonprofit’s first
event.
Impressive, yet not at all
surprising given the contagious
enthusiasm of the event’s coordinators and their inspirational
vision.
Proceeds from the event
will go toward building a school
for orphans in rural Ghana, a
daunting task with a $60,000
price tag.
However, 200 Orphans
Worldwide Executive Director
Jan Hanson remains optimistic.
“How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time,”
Hanson said.
“We can’t do it all, but we
can all do something,” a tackling strategy that has been
evident in every aspect of the
events leading up to the run.
It all started with Hanson’s
trip to Peru in 2007 working
with orphans in a variety of
ways, including teaching them
English.
Resources were limited as
was the care the children were

receiving; they were left desperate for love and attention
beyond the formal instruction
they were receiving.
Having children and grandchildren of her own, Hanson
has a lot of love for children
and consequently the Peruvian
children were magnetized to
her, “wanting to suck the love
right out of [her].”
Reflecting on the experience, Hanson noted it touched
her heart and instilled in her
a “burning desire to do more”
and the nonprofit organization
was born.
It didn’t take long for people to catch her vision as she
began hosting intimate gatherings informing and collaborating with community members
on ways to make a difference.
The response was great and
many were determined to mimic the impact she had made, but
for most, a personal trip to Peru
wasn’t practical.
Together they found ways to
make a big impact without a lot
of money. It was at one of those
gatherings that personal trainer
Lori Fuchs became inspired by
the nonprofit’s mission.
She then went to Rusty Deters, Gold’s Gym area fitness
director, who also became infected with that same insatiable
desire to help, and in turn asked
other Gold’s Gym trainers
which project featured on the
200 Orphans Worldwide Web
site they would like to contribute to.
They chose to help Child
Aid Survival Ghana, the organization trying to build the
school. From there the altruism
continued to spread as more
and more began sharing with
their friends and family.
Deters noted the positive

MN job fair
Continued from Page 1

the workforce but Ditlevson said that jobs are in fact
out there.
The job prospects may
seem bleak to most college
students but Ditlevson also

said that at this fair 77 companies were offering internships and 86 companies were
offering jobs and internships
to any major.
Many students become

Jessica merten/contributing Photographer

Participants of the annual 6k walk/run to benefit 200 Orphanages Worldwide ran past Gold’s Gym in Sartell, where the group warmed up and stretched before the event.
impact the efforts have had locally and how exciting it is to
“see everyone in the community come together for a good
cause and the sponsors that
have jumped right in wanting
to help.”
Given the extensive effort
to get to this point and the benefits yet to come, running or
walking a few miles in the cold
seems easy by comparison.
However, participants still

had to take special precautions
given the biting wintry wind
and fresh layer of snow on
the ground. When asked about
the secrets of winter running,
Deters quickly and simply answered “stretching.”
Gold’s Gym provided a
warm-up and stretching session led by personal trainers a
half hour before the walk/run
began in order to prepare participants.

They were also cautioned
to watch the ice on the sidewalks along the 6k trail. As if
the immeasurable impact on
children’s lives isn’t reward
enough, participants were also
given T-shirts and became
eligible for a variety of door
prizes.
The turnout and support for
this event erased any doubt as
to whether there will be another
walk/run next year.

Hanson gratefully cited the
contribution of Fuchs and Deters, noting their role in finding sponsors and rallying more
supporters, among countless
others who helped transform
her vision into a reality.
More
information
on
the nonprofit’s mission and
projects can be found at
www.200orphanagesworldwide
.org.

frustrated because there is
extra effort that needs to be
done.
So the question is, was
the cost of professional
clothing, the $15 registration fee, $20 in gas and $10
in parking worth going to the
fair this year?
Both Kuzma and Chaffee agreed that it was at least
“sort of” worth their time.
Chaffee thought SCSU
did a good job preparing him

for knowing what questions
to ask, and at the fair he said
he felt he met some good
contacts and got a few tips
for his ongoing job search.
Ditlevson said he understands the frustration of the
job fair attendees who realize many companies are not
hiring, but emphasized the
importance of the direct contact that students gain from
attending.
Even though many com-

panies are not hiring at this
time, the direct contact is an
advantage because openings
become available in the future.
SCSU Career Services
continually offers events to
aid students in their job preparation and selection.
These presentations are
especially helpful to gain
a competitive edge in this
challenging job market.
Its next program will take

place on Thursday in the
Miller Center Auditorium
(room 122) and will discuss
“7 Secrets to the Hidden Job
Market.”
In this presentation Donald Asher, a top expert on
job search, will speak of job
search skills and preparation and he will address the
issues that frustrate job fair
attendees as well as other
students about to enter the
job market.
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Citizens’ right to free
speech is most important
It seems today
There is a FaceJoe
that
everything
book group called
Froemming
is offensive and
“The SCSU Chronshould be banned
icle is a Liberal
or changed to proJoke,” and I joined
tect the thin skin
it, as did nearly all
sensibilities of evthe section editors
eryone around. If
here at the ChronI dare to question
icle. I joined beand criticize any
cause I wanted to
organization, be it
hear what people
PETA or NRA, it
thought about this
Intermissions
will get somebody
paper. Our online
Editor
all worked up and
message board has
pissed off.
become a sad exWe seem to live
cuse of a forum by
in a culture that socially sup- getting rid of the ability to compresses questioning anything at ment on stories and opinions in
all. “Don’t say that, it will of- the paper. When that happened,
fend someone.” That rationale I felt like it was a form of cento keep one’s mouth shut is not sorship on our readers.
only incredibly irrational, but it
Obviously, what the Faceis dangerous.
book group felt is exactly what
The right to dissent and their name implied. I read the
speak one’s peace is, person- forum and I found there was
ally, the right in this nation I some merit to these students’
cherish the most. We cannot claims. I often read the opinpick and choose what form of ions page and get annoyed at
speech is appropriate and what the liberal bend in the content.
isn’t (unless the form of speech Yet, as one student pointed out
is illegal, like child porn or in- on a post, any student can write
stigating criminal acts which an opinion piece for the paper.
will lead to physical harm)
Yet, I enjoyed this group
based on our social and politi- and their airing of grievances
cal leanings.
about the Chronicle. People
A gun nut like Ted Nugent bashed us good and they have
has every right to talk about stu- a right to do so. I have gotdents carrying guns to school ten angry letters about things
to prevent a school shooting (a I have written and I do read
view he wrote about for CNN. them and consider the letter
com after the Virginia Tech writer’s point.
massacre that I found insane
Yes, I have written some
because a campus is not a Clint pieces that have offended peoEastwood Western flick) just ple, but I’m not going to quit
as some animal nut has the doing so because someone
right to talk about how animals might be offended. The opinshould not be killed in pounds ions page is a public forum to
(another irony, because PETA express myself in a reasonable
had a walk-in freezer to store manner. I know “reasonable” is
dead animals in).
a subjective term because there
I don’t agree with them, is not a national consensus on
but just because I don’t does what is considered “reasonnot mean their views should be able.”
silenced.
Free speech is one of our
Despite my disgust with most important rights. I don’t
organized religion, I still be- like a lot of what people say,
lieve that people have the right especially racists, religious
to follow any sort of faith, even zealots and homophobic ideoif it involves worshipping a logues or whatever, but they
golden taco that can dance just probably don’t like my views
like Michael Jackson.
either.
All I ask of religious folks
As Abbie Hoffman, cois not to try and force your founder of the Youth Internaviews on me. I don’t go around tional Party (Yippie) once stattelling people they will burn in ed, “Free Speech is the right
Hell if they do not accept the to scream theater in a crowded
golden taco as their savior.
fire.”
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.
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Why Michele Bachmann, can’t
you just keep your mouth shut?

Why does it have to happen again and again? Believe
it or not readers, we loathe writing about the woman in our
editorials. But we consider it our job, nay, our unavoidable
patriotic duty to provide commentary whenever our most
remarkably daft representative lets her toxic speech contaminate the airwaves and bring utter humiliation upon the
inhabitants of Minnesota’s 6th Congressional District.
On this occasion, Bachmann was on KTLK’s morning radio program The Chris Baker Show when she made
several unacceptable statements.
Among the things she said:
- $5 billion in the stimulus bill will be going to
ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for
Reform Now) who she said is “under federal indictment for
voter fraud.”
- The stimulus bill contains provisions that say “your
doctor will no longer be able to make your health care decisions with you.”
- Democrat districts will be getting most of the money
from the Republican funded districts “the have-nots will
be Republican districts that are left pouring money into
Washington, D.C., to be redistributed out to the Democrat
districts, which will suck up all of the money.”
All of these statements are completely false.
Her most recent oral exhibition that became national
news is nowhere near as offensive as previous statements,
such as her McCarthyesque accusations about Barack
Obama and other members of Congress being “unAmerican.” To provide a list of all of her offenses would
too lengthy to print, and pointless since her lunacy is well
documented.
Bachmann is now viewed by many across the nation
and in the news media as a blathering clown, known for the
same type comedic shtick that popularized Paris Hilton in
“The Simple Life,” whose remarkably ignorant statements
once provided a temporary moment of bliss in our stressful
lives. One wonders whether just as with Paris Hilton and
Jessica Simpson, Bachmann is in fact mentally ill or just in
desperate need of attention.
Of course, all of her slanderous prattle would be fine,
indeed funny, if Bachmann were elected Supreme Jester
of Minnesota’s 6th District. However, Michele Bachmann
is an elected representative in the United States Congress
where her duties involve important matters of legislation
that do not entail, contrary to her repeated actions, acting
like a circus animal.
Possibly the hardest thing to comprehend surrounding
Bachmann is how she was still re-elected after her recurrent demonstrations of ineptitude that plagued both her first
congressional term and her reelection campaign. What this
says about voters in Minnesota’s 6th Congressional District
is hardly flattering.

Quote of the Day:

“A

CORN - they’ve received a total of $53 million in
direct Federal Grants since 1994. Do you know how much
they’re getting under this bill? $5 billion!”
Michele Bachmann
House of Representatives
Minnesota’s 6th Congressional District

Who are you representing Norm?
The ethical concerns of Coleman’s lobbying gig
Paul
Crawford

Opinions
Editor

After it was clear that it
would be a while before Minnesotans knew who won the
Senate election, Norm Coleman decided to take a job as
a “strategic advisor” for the
Republican Jewish Coalition (RJC), a political action
committee whose mission is
to “foster and enhance ties
between the American Jewish community and Republican decision makers.”
His excuse: “I’m not part
of the millionaire’s club…
I still have to pay a mortgage.”
It appears that, since he is
no longer has senatorial influence and power, he can’t find
anyone to pay his rent and
mortgage. Where’s his good
buddy Jeff Larson now?
Among the RJC’s policy platforms, a belief that
“states that sponsor terrorism
are morally indistinguishable
from the terrorists they fund,
and should be brought to justice.”
This is the same bankrupt
principle that got us into two
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan/
Pakistan. (Not to mention, of

course, that if our country
were actually to stand by this
we would be fighting wars all
across the globe, including
against governments we consider among our staunchest
allies, such as Saudi Arabia,
Colombia, and Israel.)
The RJC also holds the
belief that “the U.S. has been
called on to defend democracy and liberty all over the
world.”
Unfortunately, we can’t
quite figure out who “called
on” us. Either way, it’s a
lousy rhetorical defense for
implementing their halfbaked foreign policy agenda.
The political action committee (PAC) also hosts
friendly educational meetings
such as “The Global Warming Hoax and Its Threat to
our Economic Well-Being.”
Now indeed, Mr. Coleman may not be involved in
achieving these specific platform goals, but working for a
far right-wing lobbying firm
is a significant lapse in ethical judgment, and Minnesotans do recognize it.
In a press release regarding his hiring, the RJC briefly summarized his duties.
“Coleman will help the RJC
as it plans for the future and
looks at ways to continue its
historic record of growth and
success.” More bluntly put,
Coleman will help the lobbying group expand its influence with his knowledge and
connections inside Washington D.C.
No, he may not be directly lobbying elected officials

because that’s illegal and a
direct violation of Senate
rules, which is probably the
only thing that is holding him
back.
Coleman’s need for a
supplemental income while
he awaits his fate in the U.S.
Senate lawsuit is understandable. But, why the RJC, or
any other PAC for that matter?
Although Coleman’s duties as strategic consultant
for the Republican Jewish
Coalition may not be technically illegal (there are still
concerns), that doesn’t make
it ethical.
With his resumé, he could
have easily found temporary
work somewhere that didn’t
create an enormous conflict
of interest. Apparently, it
doesn’t bother him.
This is a clear sign to
Minnesotans that he has low
standards for himself and he
does not distinguish between
ethical and legal boundaries.
He’s willing to cheat the system, as long he won’t be held
accountable.
So back to the question
at hand: who are you representing, Norm Coleman, and
if you end up winning the
U.S. Senate lawsuit, will you
resume your responsibilities
on behalf of your electorate?
Or will you be representing
PACs like the Republican
Jewish Coalition – which
isn’t illegal, but surely unethical in the eyes of many
Minnesotans.

Letters to the Chronicle
Government should
step in on Octomom

I am left wondering how
anyone can feel sympathy for
Nadya Suleman as more and
more information is revealed
about her personal life.
Now we know that she
had six previous children,
has no significant other and
has been living on work disability payments. She has no
other means of income and
it has just been released that
she is behind by $23,000 on
her home payments, despite
the fact she paid almost
$100,000 on fertility treatments.
In a recent television interview, she stated that her
intentions were not selfish
and that people are judging
her on the fact that she is a
single mother. She claims
that once she receives a college degree, she will be better prepared to support her
large family.
If anything, I feel pity for
her children. They are at the
mercy of a woman who is
obsessed with having a large

family, despite having almost
no means of providing.
If anyone in our government has any common sense,
they will take it upon themselves that these children are
removed from the care of Nadya Suleman and are placed
with families who will care
for them with the love that
they deserve.
While there are those
who would argue that children are meant to be with
the mother, this is a clear example of a disturbed woman
who should not be allowed
to raise her children. If left
with her, these children and
their mother will be constant
drains on taxpayers who already feel the strain from the
troubled economy.
Perhaps someone will
find the common sense and
decency within them to solve
this situation by the only
means necessary.
Matt Peterson
SCSU Student

Gaza & WWII Poland
is a valid connection

Andy Downs is a little
confused with his refusal to
understand the connection
between the behavior of the
Nazis in WWII and the behavior of many Israelis since
1948 and Zionists many
years before that.
It is not just about the
1,300 dead this time around,
it is about the 800,000 expelled from their lands in
1948, the 60 years of illegal
occupation, the illegal buildings in the West Bank and
the imprisonment of over
670,000 Palestinians by Israel over the last 60 years.
The photos were apt and
to the point and I do get tired
of the incessant victimhood
of the Jews. They were not
the only people killed in the
war. They were in fact a tiny
minority of the people, but
the rest of the world got on
with things.
Marilyn Shepherd
Kensington, Australia

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
M ail

Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

E-M ail

crpa0601@stcloudstate.edu
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We welcome your responses to topics of current
debate or interest. Submissions must include the
writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major
and year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance
endorsements, libelous statements or submissions
containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086
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TMZ should
not have
released
Rihanna pic

The public’s treatment of
domestic violence victims
needs to
Ali
change.
Tweten
I m ages
of
pop singer
Rihanna
showing
her bruised
and swollen face
have been
circulatEditor
ing
the
m e d i a
ever since TMZ posted the
$62,500 photo on its Web
site.
News organizations and
blogs alike have been linking
to and publishing the photo,
increasing its exposure.
Rihanna, who turned 21
last week, was beaten by
her boyfriend, singer Chris
Brown earlier this month.
Brown was arrested and
charged with making criminal threats.
Obviously, TMZ doesn’t
think or care about the repercussions or ethics of publishing photos of domestic violence victims. The Web site
is created to generate money
through advertising and page
views on its entertainment
blog and it will do anything
for hits.
All news organizations
should know better. Editors
need to have a discussion
about showing such disturbing photos. If a photo doesn’t
add anything to the news report, it should not be used. If
the photo is going to be used
only for shock factor, it is not
worthy of being shown.
The photo didn’t add
anything to the news stories
that couldn’t have been described with words. Its only
purpose was for audiences to
gawk at.
TMZ released the picture
in an exploitative, sensational frenzy, but what was really
disturbing was the public’s
reaction. Comments on the
site included things like “I
feel bad for Chris Brown,”
“ABOVE the hairline, Chris!
ABOVE the hairline!” and
“i believe that she provoked
him into beating her down,
and pretty much u can blame
him 4 something he seen
from his stepfather.”
Also, a T-shirt that reads
“I beat it like Chris Brown”
is available for sale. I can’t
think of anything more offensive or less clever. Really? Domestic violence is
something to brag about?
These are classic examples of our culture blaming
the victim. There is absolutely no excuse for violence
like this. No one is entitled to
or justified in beating other
people for any reason.
The release of the photo
showed that there is a ridiculous amount of people
who think it is OK to beat
someone if they think they
deserve it.
It should have been up
to Rihanna to disclose the
photo. If she wanted to show
the public what happened to
her, or raise awareness about
domestic violence, then she
should have that right. But
when photos like this are
shown without the victim’s
consent, a definite line is
crossed.
TMZ did not publish the
photo to draw attention to
violence, they published it
for the power and money it
would bring.
News organizations are
not using the photo to expose
domestic violence, but only
for shock value.
This obviously shows
a shortage of empathy and
compassion in our society.
Could it be the lack of
education about domestic violence that persuades people
to think that it can be acceptable or deserved, or is it a
general cultural norm?
Whatever the reason, it is
wrong.
Those who published the
photo should be ashamed and
it should be removed from
view by all media outlets.
We as a society also need
to put more emphasis and attention on stopping domestic
violence.
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Pioneer Place’s Petty performance
Mike Doyle
Concert Review
Like a surreal dream, a
tribute to one of America’s
greatest living songwriters
mixed video and live music
Thursday night at the Pioneer
Place.
“Running Down a Dream,”
a tribute to Tom Petty, matched
the documentary of the same
title, with a tribute concert
featuring Justin Ploof.
Clips of the documentary played in-between songs
spanning Petty’s career with
his band the Heartbreakers,
his solo career, and the super
group The Traveling Wilburys.
For anyone who is a fan of
Petty but did not know much
about the man, the show was
not only entertaining, but also
informative.
In classic “Behind the
Music” fashion, the documentary went through the ups and
downs of the Heartbreakers
including infighting, jealousies, excess, decadence, life
on the road and all of the other
things that seem to go hand in
hand with being in a rock n’
roll band.
The music kicked off with
the classic “American Girl”
with Jason Ploof taking the
lead vocals.
Keyboardist Greg Armstrong was up next singing
“Break Down,” both songs
from the band’s self-titled first
release.
The rest of the lineup included Jeff Engholm on guitar, drummer Peter Anderson,
Kiko Doran on bass and Dan
Ploof singing backup and
banging the tambourine.

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Tom Petty was the star subject of the show Thursday and Friday night for the fans that could make it. The stage was full and the crowd
was hopping.
album “Wildflowers.”
Like Petty, who sang “I er as the crowd began to show the six minute mark.
The story of Petty is that
Playing
“Wildflowers,”
Another interesting fact
he is not only a talented song- Won’t Back Down,” the band signs of life.
“Into the Great Wide was the making of possibly “You Don’t Know How it
writer, but a musical renegade didn’t either when playing
who, in the 1980s, took on his spot on versions of Heart- Open” featured Justin Ploof Petty’s most well known song, Feels” and “Honey Bee,” the
band built to a rollicking verrecord label MCA for control breakers classics “Refugee” and Engholm both on 12 “Mary Jane’s Last Dance.”
Coming out with a great- sion of “You Wreck Me” that
of the publishing rights of his and “Waiting is the Hardest string guitars, electric and
Part,” “It’s Alright” from the acoustic respectively, was est hits package, the record had a majority of the audience
music and won.
While the film vignettes Traveling Wilburys, and the played after the music video company wanted Petty to re- dancing and clapping along
were interesting, they at times classic “Free Falling” from featuring Johnny Depp, who lease a hit single to go with with the music.
The encore included “The
seemed to drag on for those in Petty’s solo album “Full played Eddie Rebel in the the album, an idea which he
Last DJ” a poignant close for
was initially opposed to.
popular video.
attendance who were there to Moon Fever.”
The song was released a tribute to an American legApparently the song
The second set ran smoothlisten to live music.
During the first set, when- er as there was less video and started out at three-and-a-half and over 10 million records end who may be one of the
minutes, but because the vid- sold later, the rest as they say last of his kind, a refugee who
ever the band began to swing more songs.
learned to fly without wings
The band kicked off the eo had so much good footage, is history.
and get the crowd enthusiastic,
The band closed the show and never backed down.
a video clip would come on set with the upbeat “Running the Heartbreakers decided to
Down a Dream,” a good start- extend the single, well over with songs from Petty’s solo
and deflate the atmosphere.

NIN embrace new media
Michael Schoenecker
contributing writer

image courtesy of img.timeinc.net

Jones, Plant, Bonham and Page during their 2007 reunion show in London.

Plant at Krauss-roads
Ryan Brink
Music Column
As Robert Plant and his
new musical sidekick, Allison
Krauss, stormed the world this
past year, what is to come of
Plant next year?
Will Batman drop Robin to
hit the road with Led Zeppelin,
his original roots?
Or will he drop Zeppelin
off at the next block and keep
Krauss in the front seat? Maybe
he wants both?
The possibilities are endless and so are the rumors. As
the other members of Zeppelin
impatiently await to see if their
lead singer is going to hit the
road for a reunion tour.
Or if he is going to cancel
the date and keep a tight hold
to his newly found gem Allison
Krauss.
Krauss, an Illinois native,
came from a musical family,
and began playing and singing
music at age of 10.
She started recording at 14
and her love for country and
bluegrass has been around since
she was first born.
Now at age 37, she is thriving with it more than ever.
Being known in the country music scene, she wasn’t extremely popular in other genres,
but Plant was quick to scope her
out.
The two made for a fantastic pair; a true match made in
heaven and they were quickly
loved by all.
The collaborative duo created “Raising Sand” in late 2007,
taking them for a run for their
money.

They found themselves going on a five-month tour all
across the U.K., Europe and the
U.S., even playing Bonnaroo
and New Orleans Jazz Festival.
Then, keeping the streak
alive at the Grammys last week,
the two took home five Grammys, even Best Album of the
Year Award.
The album struck gold and
was loved by millions. Who
would have known a duo with a
60-year-old man and a beautiful
37 year old would do so well?
It thrived.
Meanwhile, Plant, best
known for his singing and songwriting in Led Zeppelin, is torn
between the two.
An English-born rock band,
known for their influence in
blues and passion for heavy
rock, was at one time the best
rock band ever.
They first formed in 1968,
with all four musicians on board
for the whole trip.
John Bonham, an amazing heavy drummer; Jon Paul
Jones, a groovy bassist; Jimmy
Page, one of the best guitarists
ever and the seductive voice and
songwriter Robert Plant.
They quickly became well
known after their first album hit,
“Led Zeppelin I” with the radio
hit, “Dazed & Confused,” being
played all over the world.
The young group, not even
playing as a band for over a year
and were already filling small
arenas.
After 20 years of solid rock
‘n’ roll, selling out huge arenas and being acclaimed as the
first heavy metal band, in 1980
drummer Bonham died.
This caused for an instant

break-up. The band lost any
future, and the tight connection
between the four guys was broken.
Today, Zeppelin is still just
as highly acclaimed as they
used to be.
VH1 recently titled them as
the best heavy rock band ever,
and Rolling Stone magazine
called them the best band of the
1970s.
They have played a handful of reunion shows throughout the 30 years following their
breakup, but the biggest one to
date happened in the midst of
reunion tour rumors.
On Dec. 10, 2007, as Plant
and Krauss were releasing their
album, Zeppelin took stage in
an instantly sold out concert in
London.
Rumors flew about a tour,
with Bonham’s son Jason on
drums, but Plant had other
plans.
He was going to begin a
summer tour with Krauss, which
has quickly turned into an over
a year-long expedition while the
rest of Zeppelin curiously and
impatiently await a final verdict
from the singer.
The band now threatens to
find a new lead singer, leaving
Plant behind with Krauss, but
he’s telling them to hold their
horses.
Nobody really knows what
is to happen between the two
groups fighting for the need of
Plant, but only he can decide
where his fate takes him.
Meanwhile, he is hanging
out with his newly acquired
Grammys laughing in everyone’s face.

In the world of music,
money seems to be, and always has been the industry’s
driving force.
CD sets can cost upwards
of hundreds of dollars, all for
something that can be downloaded over the Internet if
you know how.
Sometimes it is obviously
illegal, but other times it is
perfectly fine. So how does
one decipher through this
never-ending source of information and music via the
Internet?
Trent Reznor of Nine Inch
Nails (NIN) has something
more to offer the average fan
base of popular music.
At the band’s home page,
visitors are immediately invited to join the NIN-nation,
a popular group of devoted
fans that have been followers
of the NIN phenomenon for
many years.
On this site, they not only
tell you where people can pay
for the high priced tickets for
their upcoming shows, they
also give fans much more.
Their home page serves
as a networking site, where
everything from music, images, thoughts, suggestions

and videos can be posted and
shared. The site is far from
a corny corporate look and
thrives to offer the loyal fans
every type of media that NIN
expresses itself in.
They incorporate all of the
popular American networking sites such as Facebook
and MySpace to give their
listeners the option to put it
on their profile pages and listen for free or even purchase
their music from where they
are.
On the site, they give all
of their members the ability
to edit all of their songs to
create new remixes to share
and download with all of the
site’s members.
They even give members
the ability to edit video as
well, allowing for new music
videos to be created and seen
by thousands of people.
All of the professional
pictures that get taken at their
concerts are posted on the site
for members to view.
Buying music online is
sometimes costly due to the
fact that every level of the
music food chain has to make
a dollar, but on the NIN site
you can order your CDs directly from distributors.
Whenever NIN comes
out with a new CD, they have

it available for fans to purchase, usually before the release date.
They usually offer several
different packages for the audience to choose from. For
their CD “With Teeth” the offered a reduced rate CD for a
lower price.
Additionally they offer
several higher priced packages as well, which usually sell
for little over $1,000 dollars,
which always sell out with in
a few hours of the release.
The site also offers fans
the chance to buy merchandise from previous concert
tours as well as limited edition NIN collectables.
This site is moving toward media for the masses
in an advanced setting where
music enthusiasts along with
new comers can have interaction, information and entertainment as a whole.
Reznor seems to believe
that his music is for all; he offers downloads of numerous
songs and CDs for his fans to
get free of charge.
With a band that has been
around since the late ‘80s,
the way they use technology to increase fan base and
entertain current users is unmatched in the music world.

Coming
Up

New albums out on Tuesday, Feb. 24
- Black Lips: 200 Million Thousand
- JJ Cale: Roll On
- Hatebreed:
For The Lions
- Kinky: Barracuda
- K’Naan: Troubador
- Chris Isaak: Mr. Lucky
- Lamb of God: Wrath
- The Bran Flakes:
I Have Hands
- Nosound: Lightdark
- The Picture: Bluebirds [EP]
- Steve Wilson: Insurgentes
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Tom Petty tribute didn’t back down

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Jeff Engholm and Dan Ploof were part of the crew that covered Tom Petty Thursday and Friday night at the Pioneer Place on Fifth.

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Justin Ploof took center stage surrounded by amazing musicians to do a
cover show of the great Tom Petty.

Running Down A Dream: The Tom Petty Story was played at the Pioneer
Place Thursday and Friday night. The shows included video and live music.

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Jason Ploof shredded his guitar ripping out solos left and
right.

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Justin Ploof sang some of Tom Petty’s greatest hits
Thursday night.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apts, close SCSU,
also studios, large rooms,
decks, call 320-251-8284

2 BR AVAILABLE NOW
Heat/Water/Garbage/Basic
Cable included
www.nomgmt.com/mp
320-260-3448

UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS. 3
and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
ONE TWO THREE BEDROOM
available June 1 2009 school
year includes off street parking
320-250-1393
WANTED MALE STUDENT
to share 4 bdrm apt. W/3 others.
Close to campus. Heat pd, A/C,
D/W, to campus. Heat pd, A/C,
D/W, Parking, Security. $235.
320-761-1514
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH
Ave! 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
FEMALE AND MALES,
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apts. Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, close. Avail. 6/1, 8/1/09
E.P.M 251-6005
FEBRUARY & MARCH
2 br Apts. $525-$540 includes:
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic Cable, and Parking.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
#320-654-8300
6 BDRM HOUSE AND 1
bdrm apt. in house both across
street from campus
320-761-1514
www.stcloudstaterentals.com

ROOMMATES NEEDED
$250 mo. / close to SCSU/ on
Bus and Campus Clipper line.
320-260-3448
2BDR. OR 3BDR. HOUSE
Unit. NonSmokers. Labdog
Maybe. 8 Ave. 320-253-5340
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, Laundry,
Parking close to SCSU. Avail.
6/1/09. Excel Prop. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from Campus, lots of
Parking, Laundry, Renting for
June, Female, call Mark 612964-7568
TWO BEDROOM APTS,
Large rooms university, Pkg,
Heat, call 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com
		
HOUSES FOR RENT AVAIL
6/1/09 selectprop.com
320-253-1154
3 & 4 BDRM APTS FOR
rent website
www.ivyapartments.com Free
Cable, call 320-259-9673 today
LARGE 1 BDRM APT. 4
blks from campus Heat pd A/C,
D/W, Parking, Security. $475.
320-761-1514

3,4 OR 5 BDR APTS A/CD/W security 2 full baths heat
included 493-9549

LARGE 2 BDRM IN 4-PLEX
by Halenbeck hall
call 291-7002

4 BR APTS WITH 2
Full Baths avail 6/1/09 $230
per month selectprop.com
320-253-1154

HOUSE AVAIL. FOR SUMMER
‘09 and/or Fall ‘09 $350 per/
person util included call 320237-7570

WWW.SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net
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4 BED HOUSES 225/ MONTH
Water. Sewer Garbage paid!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

STUDIOS, ONE TWO AND
Three bedroom apts, close
SCSU 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com

4 OR 5 BDR APTS 1 BLK
from campus 2 Full Baths A/C,
D/W heat, paid security 10 or
12 month 493-9549

3 0R 4 BDR APTS 2 FULL
baths Heat included, $250270per month security 2 blks
from library 493-9549

1 BEDS = 445/ MONTH
2 Beds = 600/ month
3 Beds = 840/ month
320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

HALENBECK APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
259-9434

2, 3, 4 & 5 BDR APTS
various locations 10 or 12 month
leases 493-9549

2 &3 BDR APTS 1/2
blk from library Heat
included security 493-9549
4 BDR APTS 2 FULL BATHS
A/C, D/W security $250-$270
per month 493-9549
MVII TWO AND THREE
Bedroom, Large Rooms,
Decks, Heat paid, close SCSU,
reasonable, call 320-251-8284
STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
LOOKING FOR FEMALE
student to share 4 bdrm apt.
Close to campus heat pd A/C,
D/W Parking Security $235.
320-761-1514
235 8TH AVE SOUTH HOUSE
for rent 5 bedrooms 300.00 per
room Free Parking and Laundry
room call Greg 320-980-4034
EASTBANK APARTMENTS.
2,3,4 bedroom units.
tkmeyerproperties.com
259-9434
SERENITY APARTMENTS
Very close to campus. Heat
paid. 240-0679 282-5580 www.
serenityhousing.com

2009 2010
Now renting
Great locations 10 buildings
Rent starting at $240
Remodeled units Available
Call 251- 9233
TWO BEDROOM APTS IN
house close SCSU avail. 6-109 call 320-251-4605
2 BDR APTS 10 $ 12 MONTH
leases Heat included A/C-D/W
securing 493-9549
1 & 2 BEDR APTS.S NEAR
dwntwn and Campus, Historic,
Quiet bldgs. with lots of
“character” 320-253-4681
4 BR APTS WITHIN WALKING
of campus 10 or 12 month
leases call 320-420-1154
4 BEDROOM HOUSE 2 BOTH
Free laundry No Pets $1200.00
320-249-1187
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Heat and Electric included.
clean, quiet. 259-9434

4 BED APTS STARTING AT
$220/ month Heat Water
Cable Garbage all included!
320-229-1919

HOUSES
Located on 6th avenue,
Nice and clean, 5 to 9
bedrooms, 240-0679 282-5580
www.serenityhousing.com

STUDIO APTS. 400+
square feet. Heat paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking. 2
blocks to campus. Avail.
6/1/09. Excel Prop. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

WE LIVE IN A GREAT HOUSE
near campus and we are
looking for some female
roomates starting in June.
Come live with us! call
Savrina at 218-839-4885

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002

SPACIOUS 4 BDRM 2-BATH
apts newly remodeled Heat pd,
A/C, D/W, Parking, Security.
Close to campus $235
320-761-1514

LARGE 4 BDRM 2 BATH
apts starting at $235. close to
campus 320-761-1514 www.
stcloudstaterentals.com
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from campus, lots
of Parking, Laundry, renting
for June, Female, call Mark
612-964-7568

ACROSS FROM HOCKEY
center classic ten or twelve
month lease $285.00 &
$265.00 same for Bridgeview
South come see us for best
prices Dennis Property MGT.
320-333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net

LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002

WESTVIEW APTS. ON 7TH
Ave. 4 bedroom apts.,
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking E.P.M 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE
in a very nice shared two
bedroom apartment. Girl
preferred. Available June 1,
2009. Call Brock. 320-980-2769

NOW RENTING
for 2009-2010 school year
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300

FEMALES 6 BEDROOM house,
large bedrooms, 2 baths, D/W,
Laundry, Parking. Clean, Close.
E.P.M. 251-6005

ROOMS FOR RENT $230 PER
month selectprop.com
320-253-1154

NICE, 4 BEDROOM HOUSE,
Very Clean! $300 +Utilities
available immediately
kadofoff@embarqmail.com

2 OR 4 BDR APT IN
house 1/2 blk from library heat
included 493-9549
LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
campus A/C D/W security 10
or 12 months 493-9549
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002

WWW.STCLOUDRENTAL.COM

ATTENTION
NINTENTDO Wii 4 REMOTES
accessories,6 games, 12
downloaded Classics- $400
obo Call 320-333-5934
YORKSHIRES 9 WEEKS OLD
Great Pedigree! $500
CALL 218-256-1849
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Wrestling
Continued from Page 12

Costanzo said he was not
as surprised as most people in
the gym when Roberts won.
“I thought Jake was going
to be in the match. I thought
that if we could wear the guy
down, which we did, and
wrestle smart we would be
in the match,” Costanzo said.
“The guy (Roberts) can beat
anybody as long as he is not
making any mistakes. If he
keeps his head up and stays
positive he has a chance.”
Tad Merritt won at 165
lbs. The victory was the 30th
of the year for the red-shirt
freshman. Costanzo said he
looks for Merritt to come back
even better next year.
“It’s pretty cool that a
redshirt freshman can get 30
wins. I am real proud of him,”
Costanzo said. “I am proud of
the effort that he has brought
to our program all season
long. Not just tonight, it has
been all season.
“He is a leader. He is consistent. He is just a go-getter.
We are going to model our
program around him for the
next three years.”

The team finished 5-2 in
the NSIC, with both losses
coming in their last two meets.
Costanzo is not put back by
that as the team competed
with two teams ranked in the
top ten nationally with Upper
Iowa and Minnesota StateMankato.
“I think the guys are wrestling well. I have been pleased
with this team’s efforts,” he
said. “Would we like to win?
Yeah. Is it disappointing to
lose? You bet. But when your
team is competing and we are
going against the No. 3 team
in the country and we are right
there.
“Last week we were miss-

ing our 141 lb. guy, we still
just about to beat those guys.
(Upper Iowa) We are wrestling
fine. We are not there yet. But
we want to beat these guys at
the right time. That is our goal
for the regional tournament.”
The regional tournament,
held on March 1 in Marshall,
was a common theme discussed after the loss to the
Mavericks.
“It is nice to win these
matches, but really it is the regional tournament and the national tournament that matter.
Everybody is 0-0 going into
that,” Roberts said.
Padgett added that it is
time to move focus away from
the duel meet record.
“As duels go, losing two
in a row kind of concerns me,”
Padgett said. “But we are done
with that. It is like we are 0-0
going into regionals. You have
to wipe the slate clean and forget about it.”

MSU-Mankato 24, SCSU 15
125 - Andy Forstner (MSU) forfeit win; 133 - Josh Williams (SCSU)
dec. Tim Haneberg, 6-1; 141 - John Putman (MSU) dec. Gabe
Suarez, 9-7; 149 - Jake Roberts (SCSU) dec. Tommy Abbott, 7-6;
157 - Travis Elg (MSU) pinned John Sundgren, 5:30; 165 - Tad Merritt
(SCSU) dec. Tim Matheson, 12-6; 174 - Derek Skala (SCSU) dec.
Ben Becker, 6-4; 184 - Brad Padgett (SCSU) dec. Aaron Norgren,
8-7; 197 - Pat Mahan (MSU) dec. Luke Munkelwitz, 5-4; 285 - Brady
Wilson (MSU) pinned Bobby Ross, 4:32.
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Continued from Page 12

Men’s Basketball

Despite the limited playing time this season, Bartz is
giving his coaches a reason
to put him in more often with
instant offense.
“He’s one of the best
shooters on the team and he
got some good looks,” Schlagel said. “(Brett) Putz and
(Josh) Ortmann have been
struggling, so Bartz has become our next option.”
The front-court duo of
Craig Coenen and Andrew
Bernstetter combined for 17
points and 16 rebounds filling
in for junior Matt Schneck,
who is still in a walking boot
after an ankle injury against
Southwest Minnesota State.
“On a team you have to
have certain roles filled, and
Coenen and Bernstetter have
done a good job for us in the
post,” Schlagel said.
SCSU will look to separate themselves from the pack
on Wednesday at ConcordiaSt. Paul (10-8, 12-13).
Even with the short week
of practice, Schlagel is not
worried about the early match
up against the Golden Bears.
“We’ll prepare like we
always do: take the day off
Sunday, then on Monday and
Tuesday we get the game
plan,” he said.

Women’s basketball
Led by the outside shooting of senior captain Anna
Cashman, SCSU got back to
their winning ways, defeating
Minnesota-Crookston 84-59.

The Huskies now sit with
Minnesota State-Moorhead
in a tie for fourth in the NSIC
at 12-6. Overall, the team is
19-6.
Cashman, a reserve guard
for the Huskies, went 5-for-7
from 3-point range, finishing
with 16 points.
“She was feeling it tonight. It was fun for her,”
SCSU coach Lori Fish said
of Cashman. “We’re going to
need that kind of production
out of her at the end.”
Katie Tacheny and Talisha
Barlow, the top-two scorers
for the Huskies, each finished
with 12 points.
SCSU jumped out to the
early lead with a 42-24 lead
at halftime.
Senior guard Krystal
Scott impressed coaches with
her hustle against the Golden
Eagles, grabbing nine boards
to go along with six points.
“Krystal played with a
lot of energy, she knows the
urgency we’re under,” Fish
said. “Everyone played with a
lot of energy and kept things
on a roll.
Fish hopes to keep the
momentum going on Wednesday, when SCSU travels
down to the Twin Cities to
take on Concordia-St. Paul
on Wednesday at 6 p.m.
“The team would rather
be playing at this time of the
year,” she said. “Every game
now is a playoff-type atmosphere.”

Bowl-a-Thon
Continued from Page 12

Michael Schoenecker / Staff Photographer

Huskies’ heavyweight wrestler Bobby Ross tries to keep his shoulders off the
mat against the Mavericks’ Brady Wilson. Ross would be pinned by Wilson at
4:32 to cement the match for MSU-Mankato.

They visit the Boys and
Girls Club, St. Ben’s Senior
Center and nursing homes,
help Catholic Charities, partake in the food drive and
fight against hunger and
they participate in “I Love
to Read Month” at schools

around the St. Cloud area.
The SAAC organization has approximately two
student athletes from each
sports team, with a total of
about 40 members.

Big Ten Standings
Michigan State
Purdue
Illinois
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Minnesota
Michigan
Northwestern
Iowa
Indiana

Big Ten
W L
10 3
10 4
9		 5
8		 6
8		 6
7		 6
7		 7
7		 7
5		 8
3		10
1		13

Overall
W L
20 5		
21 6
21 6
19 8
17 9
17 7
19 7
17 10
14 10
13 13
6 20

NHL Standings
Western Conference
Central
Detroit
Chicago
Columbus
Nashville
St. Louis

W
39
34
30
28
25

L OTL PTS
13 8
86
15 8
76
24 6
66
28 4
60
26 8
58

Northwest
Calgary
Vancouver
Edmonton
Minnesota
Colorado

35
30
29
29
28

18
21
25
24
30

6
8
5
4
1

76
68
63
62
57

Pacific
San Jose
Dallas
Anaheim
Los Angeles
Phoenix

40
29
29
25
27

8
22
27
24
28

9
7
5
9
5

89
65
63
59
59

Eastern Conference
Atlantic
New Jersey
Philadelphia
NY Rangers
Pittsburgh
NY Islanders

W
38
31
31
29
18

L OTL PTS
19 3
79
17 9
71
23 6
68
25 6
64
35 6
42

Northeast
Boston
Montreal
Buffalo
Toronto
Ottawa

39
30
29
21
21

10 8
20 7
21 6
25 12
25 9

88
69
68
54
53

Southeast
Washington
Florida
Carolina
Tampa Bay
Atlanta

35
28
27
19
19

16 5
19 8
24 5
26 12
32 6

79
68
65
50
48
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Men’s Hockey
WCHA Standings
Team:
North Dakota
Denver
Colorado College
Wisconsin
Minnesota Duluth
St. Cloud State
Minnesota
Minnesota State
Alaska Anchorage
Michigan Tech

WCHA
W L T
15 6 3
15 7 3
12 8 5
13 9 2
10 8 6
12 11 1
10 10 4
9 13 2
7 14 5
1 18 7

Overall
W L T
20 11 3
19 9 4
16 9 8
16 13 3
16 9 7
17 13 2
13 11 6
13 15 3
10 15 5
5 22 7

Scoreboard
Results Friday
North Dakota 2, Alaska-Anchorage 1 (OT)
Minnesota-Duluth 4, Michigan Tech 1
Colorado College 4, Minnesota 3
Denver 4, Wisconsin 1 (OT)
Results Saturday
Minnesota-Duluth 2, Michigan Tech 2 (OT)
Colorado College 5, Minnesota 3
Denver 5, Wisconsin 0
North Dakota 6, Alaska-Anchorage 2

Women’s Hockey
WCHA Standings
Team:

Minnesota
Wisconsin
Minnesota-Duluth
St. Cloud State
North Dakota
Minnesota State
Ohio State
Bemidji State

WCHA
W L T SO
23 2 3 2
21 2 5 3
18 6 4 1
11 14 3 2
9 16 3 0
7 16 5 2
6 20 2 2
3 22 3 2

Overall
W L T
28 3 3
27 2 5
23 7 4
14 16 4
13 17 4
10 17 5
8 23 3
6 23 5

Scoreboard
Results Friday
Wisconsin 3, Bemidji State 0
Minnesota State 6, Ohio State 5
Minnesota 7, St. Cloud State 0
Minnesota-Duluth 3, North Dakota 2
Results Saturday
Minnesota 3, St. Cloud State 1
Minnesota-Duluth 3, North Dakota 0
Wisconsin 5, Bemidji State 2
Minnesota State 2, Ohio State 1
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Reporting sports made me hate sports
I had a very focused intent that when
I chose journalism as my
major. I was
going to be a
sports writer.
At
the
time, it seemed
like the logical
Joey
thing to do; I
LeMay loved sports
and
always
have since I started throwing
a football around during recess in elementary school.
That is, until I started
writing about them.
At that time, sports began to feel like a failing marriage. All the things I thought
I loved about sports became
the very things I began to
despise about it, and I blame
sports reporting for that.
It all started with athletes,
naturally. And I’ll preface the
explanation with the presumption that no one likes
being lied to. If you fall into
this half of the dichotomy,
you would continuously feel

insulted when interviewing
athletes.
It is certainly not uncommon to have a college athlete
preach about the importance
of academic grades in relevance to sports, only to have
that same athlete score a hat
trick and become academically ineligible in the same
night.
And it would only be
paltry to leave out the PR
fabrications of “I don’t care
about my stats, I just want to
help the team win” and “We
take our season one game at
a time.”
Give me a break.
Pro athletes are an entirely different mold. Interviewing pro athletes is like
talking to a creature from a
parallel universe and trying
to translate what they see as
important to be something
scarcely useful to the reader
in the other universe.
Professional athletes and
organizations have the media in a stranglehold as well.
With more athletes having

personal blogs, they are able
to interact directly with fans
without having the media as
a filter.
On top of that, organizations now hire PR personnel
that skew who athletes are
able to talk to, often shunning smaller, local media
outlets for media moguls like
ESPN.
I leave high school prep
sports for the end because interviewing some high school
athletes would not only make
you hate sports journalism,
but journalism as a whole.
It’s not that they are dumb;
they are just a product of the
text messaging generation
and intellectual verbal interviews are not in their repertoire.
Worse than having sports
as a job is having it consume
your personal life. Tell anyone that you are a sports
writer and they immediately
want to talk about sports with
you.
If they are obliviously
indecent, they will ask you

some inane sports trivia question and when you inevitably
fail to answer it, they rebuttal
with “but I thought you were
a sports writer?”
A big misconception of
sports journalism is that the
press box is the pinnacle of
sports viewing. This could
not be further from the truth.
Press boxes usually lack
energy as the unwritten rule
of the box says there is no
cheering or hooting and hollering.
Very rarely have I encountered a press box that I
actively wanted to return to.
The Xcel Energy Center has
a great press box, and they
feed you like a king.
But dining on surprisingly edible food encompasses
only a very small portion of
what sports coverage is truly
like.
What it really comes
down to is covering a culturally insignificant event that
involves talking to people
who have no real interest
in talking to you on a semi-

graveyard shift schedule.
Most important, however,
is that everything I thought I
knew about sports became an
iconoclastic mash of meaninglessness.
Basically, sports do not
matter.
Yes, the image of Michael
Jordan’s “phantom” shoving
of Byron Russell and jumper
in the 1998 NBA Finals will
forever be engraved in to the
heads of many. But, at the
end of the day, who cares?
The event has no consequential meaning.
I still enjoy catching up
on the occasional box score
and I still feel enthralled by
the drama of the NBA and
NFL drafts.
Beyond that, however,
my once booming obsession
with sports has faded into a
passive hobby.
And the only way to rekindle my strained marriage
with sports is not by taking a
job in it.
It’s by becoming a fan
again.

Best sports stories are out of the limelight
Sports has reached that
point of the year where just
about the only
thing
really
special is the
fact that David
Beckham just
left the U.S. to
play for a good
Benjamin team in Italy,
Billman instead of a
low-rung team
in a low-rung soccer system.
Honestly, have you ever
watched an MLS game?
What should have been
a ray of excitement, the lady
who claimed to have swam
across the Atlantic Ocean in
20 days or so turned out to be
basically a hoax. Turned out
she swam from two hours to
twenty minutes each day and
spent the rest of the time on
a catamaran that continued
to head west. I say we should
congratulate the crew of the
catamaran. Having to be the
nameless team behind the
lady-who-didn’t-do-anything

must have been rough.
Beyond those disappointments, I found myself vindicated the other day, after
watching a “Sportscenter”
where the announcers claimed
that the Michigan men’s basketball team could go far in
the NCAA tournament. You
heard it first here, and it was
from me.
But at this point in time,
nobody wants to hear about
something like that.
Nobody wants to hear
about how the Vikings are
looking to pick up disgraced
quarterback Michael Vick “To
challenge Tarvaris Jackson,”
according to Yahoo News.
The sad thing about Brad
Childress claiming that he is
looking for someone to challenge Jackson is that he is
serious. He honestly believes
that Tarvaris Jackson could
possibly challenge Michael
Vick or any other quarterback
he could bring in.
Here is a sign for how hi-

larious that actually is. Jackson lost out the starting spot
last season to Gus Frerotte,
who went 8-3.
Yes, the same mediocre
Gus Frerotte who once headbutted a wall as a touchdown
celebration
Vick, after about two years
of prison and no pro football,
could beat Jackson out of a
starting spot in ten seconds
and still have time to make
Jackson drop the soap.
And to be honest, I hope
that happens (not the dropping the soap part). I hope
Vick gets the chance to return to the NFL and play for
a good team. Besides, with
Vick taking snaps, the Vikings
have the THREE best running
backs instead of the two best
in the league. We would never
lose a game again. Which is
why its not going to happen.
But, like I said, nobody
wants to hear about that stuff.
What people want to hear
about is true sportsmanship,

like a certain news story that
truly warms hearts.
A high school basketball
team from DeKalb, Ill. was
playing against Milwaukee
Madison.
A good portion of the way
through the second quarter,
DeKalb was awarded a technical foul because a player
from Milwaukee Madison
showed up late for the game,
and his coach allowed him to
play.
Of course, the story goes
beyond that. The players
name was Johntell Franklin,
and some five hours before
the game, his mother had died
in the hospital after five years
with cervical cancer.
When he finally arrived at
the game, which he had told
the coach to play, instead of
the team forfeiting to mourn
the loss of the player’s mom,
play was stopped to allow the
Franklin’s teammates and
friends to offer their condolences.

The coach then let Franklin into the game.
Of course, to bring in a
player who wasn’t originally
on the pre-game roster is a
technical foul.
So the coach from DeKalb
gathered his players together
and gave his best player,
Darius McNeal, the nod to go
shoot the two shots and possibly put his team ahead.
His first shot “went about
two feet, bouncing a couple
of times as it rolled toward
the end line. The second barely left his hand,” according to
Yahoo News.
He received a standing
ovation from the crowd. He
should also receive one from
everyone who has ever been
in Franklin’s position and had
someone take advantage.
Competition is good and
healthy. However, it reaches a
point where it just isn’t worth
it sometimes.
Congratulations to McNeal for realizing that.
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Schlagel breaks record with win over Crookston
Joe Brown
Sports Editor

Photo courtesy of Pat McCabe / athletic media relations

SCSU coach Kevin Schlagel yells out orders to his
players during Saturday’s 84-70 victory at Minnesota-Crookston. With the victory, Schlagel broke the
school’s all-time wins record.

CROOKSTON -- SCSU’s
longest current tenured coach
now sits atop the record
books.
Men’s basketball coach
Kevin Schlagel won his 232nd
career game, surpassing mentor and current Northern Sun
Intercollegiate
Conference
commissioner Butch Raymond, in an 84-70 victory
over Minnesota-Crookston on
Saturday at Lysaker Gymnasium.
“I’m just happy we got
the ‘W,’” Schlagel said. “With
how last weekend went, we
needed to get that one.”
With the victory, the Huskies are in a three-way tie with
Augustana and Minnesota-

St. Cloud State 84, Minnesota-Crookston 70
St. Cloud State
Minnesota-Crookston

Field Goals:
Free Throws:
Personal Fouls:

33
28

SCSU
33
10-11
17

Duluth for fourth place in the
NSIC with a 12-6 conference
record. SCSU is 17-8 overall.
After dominating the
Golden Eagles (2-16 NSIC,
4-21 overall) 91-54 on Dec. 13
at Halenbeck Hall, SCSU took
a 33-28 lead into the locker

51
42

- 84
- 70
MC
25
11-16
13

room after a back-and-fourth
first half.
“Crookston matched our
energy
stride-for-stride,”
Schalgel said about the first
half. “In the game, they were
very good from beyond the
arc.”

Coming out in the second half, starting point guard
Taylor Witt and sharpshooter
Spencer Bartz broke the game
wide open.
Witt nearly finished with
a double-double against the
Golden Eagles, with 24 points
and nine assists. The Morris
native scored 16 of his points
in the second half.
“Taylor did a very good
job tonight,” Schlagel said.
“He took charge and was assertive offensively.”
Bartz, who averaged 9.4
minutes per game before Saturday, ended the game with a
career-high 21 points, including 4 of 7 from behind the
3-point line.

•See Basketball/ Page 10

SAAC hosts
bowling
event for
charity
Kayla Nesvold
Contributing Writer

Michael Schoenecker / Staff Photographer

Brad Padgett (right) fights off MSU-Mankato’s Aaron Norgren in the 184 pound match up as the Huskies and Mavericks faced off
Thursday at Halenbeck Hall. Padgett would win in an 8-7 decision, but MSU-Mankato won the meet 24-15.

SCSU loses chance at title
Tim Stang
Asst. Sports Editor

Brad Padgett and Josh Williams
won their final home matches of their
wrestling careers.
Unfortunately for the two West
Coast native grapplers, their efforts
were not enough to lead the No.
10-ranked Huskies to an upset.
Led by two falls and a forfeit decision, Minnesota State-Mankato,
ranked No. 3 in Division II, defeated

SCSU 24-15 on Senior Night Thursday at Halenbeck Hall.
The match started with the Huskies forfeiting the 125 pounds match
up for what head coach Steve Costanzo called a “major team circumstance.”
Williams, from Bank, Ore. was
the Huskies first senior to wrestle,
gaining a victory at 133 pounds over
Minnesota State’s Tim Haneberg.
Padgett, ranked No. 2 in the country at 184 pounds, tied the score at 15
with a decision victory over Aaron

Norgren.
“It felt really good,” said Padgett,
who is from Buckley, Wash. “Although after every match I always say
I could have done better. But as long
as I get the ‘W’ it’s a good feeling.
“St. Cloud has been by far the best
experience of my life. I will never forget it, even being on the west coast.”
Despite the team loss, Costanzo
was pleased to see both of his seniors
who wrestled win their final match at
home.
“I was really happy for those guys,

their last match at Halenbeck Hall. I
wanted it to be a good memory,” he
said. “It would have been a lot better
if we would have won tonight, won
the conference championship, but
leaving on a positive win will help
them in their rest of their lives.”
The Huskies benefited from a major upset at 149 pounds, as unranked
Jake Roberts won a 7-6 decision over
No. 2-ranked Tommy Abbot.
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Huskies weekend sports review
Staff Report

Both men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams
swept the final day of the
Northern Sun Championships
on Saturday.
The women’s team led the
event from start to finsh and
were highlighted by recordbreaking performances.
Alisha Blaydes won the
100-yard freestyle and set a
school record with a time of
51.51. The time was also good
enough to qualify her for the
NCAA championships.
Blaydes was also a member of the record-setting
400-yard freestyle relay team
with Kirsten Koetter, Elizabeth
Lopez and Kelly Vieau.
The four compiled a time
of 3:30.02 and qualified for
nationals, the fourth SCSU
women’s team to do so.
The women’s team compiled 1,032 points, besting
Minnesota State’s 931 and host
Nebraska-Omaha finished third
with 878 points. South Dakota
and MSU Moorhead rounded
out the top-5.
Other school records were

set by Kelsey Noah in the
1650-yard freestyle with a
time of 17:45.71 and by Cathy
Haen with a 2:04.40 time in the
backstroke.
The men’s team had to
come from behind after being
in second place for three days
of the meet.
On the final day of the meet
the men overtook Minensota
State for first place, eventually winning the championship
with 734 points. Minnesota
State finished in second place
with 726 points while South
Dakota came in third with 609
points.
The men’s team was highlighted by Kyle Cordry’s national qualifying 100-yard
freestyle time of 45.65, narrowly breaking his own school
record of 45.95.
Cordy was also a part of
the record-setting 400-yard
freestyle team with Robb
Rotramel, Anthony Buhr and
Kyle Green. The group posted
a time of 3:03.86.

Women’s Hockey

Women’s hockey hosted

No.1 ranked Minnesota and
were swept by a Gophers team
that has accumulated only three
losses the entire year.
On Friday night the Gophers shut out the Huskies 7-0
behind Alyssa Grogan’s 18
saves. It was the freshman netminder’s third career shutout.
The Gophers scored their
game-winning goal less than
three minutes into the game.
On Saturday, the Huskies
(14-16-4, 11-14-3 WCHA)
looked ot revenge their Friday loss and, amidst keeping
the game closer, fell 3-1 to the
same Gophers team (28-3-3,
23-2-3 WCHA).
The Huskies mounted an
attack, outshooting the Gophers 10-4 in the first period,
but Gophers’ goalie Jenny Lura
was solid.
Minnesota used two powerplay goals to down the Huskies
for consecutive nights.
The win gave the Gophers
the WCHA regular season title
with 51 league points.
St. Cloud finished the season with 27 league points.

Anupum Pokhrel / Contributing Photographer

SCSU’s Caitlin Hogan fights for the puck with a Minnesota defender on Friday at the National Hockey
Center. The Gophers topped the Huskies 7-0.

The SCSU student-athlete annual Bowl-A-Thon
was held Sunday, Feb. 15.
SCSU’s
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee
(SAAC) has organized the
Bowl-A-Thon for about
eight years now, said SAAC
president and SCSU wide reciever Rocky Horn.
The Bowl-A-Thon is
an event for children from
around the community to get
the chance to bowl with their
favorite SCSU athlete or athletes.
“Giving back to the community is the biggest thing,”
Horn said.
Not only is giving back
to the community important, but Horn said doing the
Bowl-A-Thon is also something that is done for a good
cause and the kids love to
bowl.
While the event is free of
charge, the SAAC organization accepted donations that
benefited the Make-A-Wish
Foundation.
Along with SCSU, other Division II sports have
teamed up with the Make-AWish foundation.
“In the Northern Sun (Intercollegiate Conference),
each school’s goal is to raise
over a thousand dollars,”
SAAC member and woman’s
golfer Lee Zutz said. “Last
year we raised over three
(thousand) and were at the
top of our conference. This
year we have already raised
$1,700, which does not include the Bowl-A-Thon.”
This year the event was
able to raise $471.78 in donations, according to Horn.
Not only are kids able to
bowl during the event, but
the event also gives the kids
opportunities to win SCSU
prizes, Zutz said. “The kids
also have the opportunity to
get autographs and take pictures with their favorite athletes and Blizzard.”
To prepare for the BowlA-Thon, members of SAAC
start planning two months
in advance using an agenda,
check list and handing out
flyers to schools around the
community.
But that is just part of the
extensive planning process.
“We have meetings on
Sunday nights and get into
groups with an assigned
task,” SAAC member and
SCSU sophomore golfer Justin Nelson said. “We work in
the small groups to do our
certain task and then come
together and explain our
ideas and what we are going
to do, then give any helpful
input to other groups.”
“Seeing how happy the
little kids were when we
signed their shirts,” a favorite memory of Chris Kelm, a
SCSU student-athlete.
“It felt cool when they
came up to us and asked us
to sign it,” Nelson said.
The Bowl-A-Thon is only
one small part of SAACs’
community involvement.
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